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Improved Light Combat Aircraft gets
green light for production
FOC tag signals that the indigenous fighter is fully equipped and fit for battle;
delivery of first aircraft expected in Oct.-Nov. 2019
By Madhumathi D.S.
On December 31, Light Combat Aircraft ‘Tejas’ quietly progressed towards manufacture in an enhanced,
battle standard format.
A new ‘limited’ clearance from military airworthiness certifier CEMILAC for the Indian fighter greenlights its production in a superior lethal version, multiple sources associated with the LCA programme
confirmed.
Hindustan Aeronautics Limted (HAL), which is mandated to produce the LCAs for the Indian Air Force
(IAF), aims to get the first aircraft out in late 2019 in the just-cleared standard, its Chairman and Managing
Director R. Madhavan said.
“We have received drawings and
documents related to this standard. We can
now start activities such as planning,
procurement of parts from vendors. We
aim to deliver the first aircraft [in the
cleared standard] in October or November
2019,” he said.
‘Tight lead time’
“The lead time has become tight for us.
As for the remaining aircraft, we must see
how many of the 16 we can deliver by the
middle of 2020,” Mr. Madhavan said.
The LCA is being designed and
developed
by
the
Aeronautical
Development
Agency
(ADA)
in
Bengaluru. The IAF has asked HAL to
make 40 LCA aircraft. Of this, 20 will be
in the advanced ‘FOC’ (final operational
clearance) format. Another 20 are in the
earlier IOC (initial operational clearance)
version.
The FOC tag signals that the novice
LCA is fully equipped and fit for battle. It
adds many features over the IOC version,
which Tejas achieved in December 2013.
The IOC enabled the IAF to start flying it and in getting acquainted with its competences. Until then, only
test pilots and ADA handled Tejas.
“The latest clearance is a good development for HAL. My jigs were getting empty and we didn’t have
anything to do after making the IOC-standard LCAs. We start now,” Mr. Madhavan said.
Tejas was expected to be FOC-compliant much earlier, the last two deadlines being June-end and
December-end of 2018.
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More than one source said what was given on December 31 is an interim or limited FOC; Tejas is still
some distance away from being FOC standard. And that this was done to speed up production and keep
HAL’s idling facilities engaged. Further improvements would follow in the ‘FOC-2’ phase.
A higher-up in the defence set-up also confirmed the move: “It is ‘almost-full’ FOC. Very few additions
[are there that] can be added later,” the person said.
To get the final of FOC certification, the plane must have battle-time requirements — such as mid-air
refuelling, AESA radar, electronic warfare suites, a variety of bombs and weapons, among others. It has
passed mid-air refuelling and armament testing, while the full picture was not immediately available.
The IAF has modified and upgraded its trainer requirement in its old package order of 40 LCA aircraft.
It has opted to have all eight trainers in the FOC mode, instead of four each in IOC and FOC standards.
Of the 16 fighters in the IOC version, 11 have been delivered, one is being flight tested and four are being
assembled, he said.
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40 laser fence units put along border, say DRDO staff
By Deepkamal Kaur
As many as 40 units of laser fence system developed by the Laser Science and Technology Centre
(LASTEC) have been used along the Indo-Pakistan border for safeguarding vulnerable areas to check
intrusions.
These units were on display on the opening day of the five-day exhibition organised by the Indian Science
Congress at the Lovely Professional University. Scientists of LASTEC, a laboratory of the Defence
Research and Development Organisation, shared that more such units that could record images and videos
during the day as well as night were being developed and put across the border.
They said short pillars with a height of about 3 metres, which form an invisible laser wall, were also being
used in the river area along the belt. The laser fence system is installed at those sites along river beds on
cemented pedestals near vegetation areas which are more vulnerable points.
An official said, “We have electric fencing along the border but the enemies are too smart. They have
developed chemicals which they spray on this fence to cut at two points to make an entry into India. But
images and videos coming via this system are helping us a lot in nabbing intruders. The images are
monitored real time by the staff of the Border Security Force and even the Army.”
They shared that other advantages of the system were having a two-tier security, low false alarm rate, use
of wireless hooters and provision of intrusion coordinates.
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Sea buckthorn helping border villagers: Reddy
Phagwara: Growing wildly in Leh, sea buckthorn that is being used by the Defence Research and
Development Organisation for manufacturing energy drink for soldiers has become one means for the Army
to retain people in border villages. Department of Defence R&D secretary and DRDO chairman Dr G
Satheesh Reddy, who was at the Indian Science Congress, said, “The depletion of villages has got controlled
every since our Defence Institute of High Altitude Research gave this technology of extracting the antioxidant rich juice from the plant, which is now being cultivated by villagers. — TNS
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